
Natural Language Processing
Assignment 8: Treebank Grammars

1 Introduction
The main task in this assignment is to extract a (probabilistic) context-free grammar from a treebank of English.
In the process, we will also get acquainted with a number of concepts relating to grammars and treebanks. To
facilitate the work, we will make use of NLTK (Natural Language Toolkit), a Python platform for NLP that
contains a number of useful modules for working with treebanks and grammars, as well as a subsection of the
Penn Treebank for English. NLTK is installed on our linux system, and all additional files needed can be found
in /local/kurs/nlp/syntax/.

2 Explore the treebank
The Penn Treebank of English is one of the most widely used syntactically annotated corpora in the field of
NLP. Unfortunately, it is not freely available, but the NLTK distribution contains a sample of about 4,000 trees,
which represents about 10% of the Wall Street Journal section of the treebank. We will start by exploring this
data set using the interactive Python interpreter.

>>> from nltk.corpus import treebank
>>> trees = treebank.parsed_sents()
>>> t = trees[0]
>>> print(t)
(S

(NP-SBJ
(NP (NNP Pierre) (NNP Vinken))
(, ,)
(ADJP (NP (CD 61) (NNS years)) (JJ old))
(, ,))

(VP
(MD will)
(VP
(VB join)
(NP (DT the) (NN board))
(PP-CLR (IN as) (NP (DT a) (JJ nonexecutive) (NN director)))
(NP-TMP (NNP Nov.) (CD 29))))

(. .))
>>> t.draw() # tree diagram window opens up

The above listing shows how to important the treebank from the nltk.corpus module,1 get a list of all
syntactic trees using the method treebank.parsed sents() and then printing the first tree in that list.
The draw() method associated with a tree object can be used to open a graphical viewer that displays the tree
as shown below.

Inspect the first tree (and as many additional trees as you like) and make sure that you understand the phrase
structure representation. Then answer the following questions about the first tree:

1An overview of the corpora available in NLTK can be found at http://www.nltk.org/nltk data/.
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1. What is the symbol on the root node? [Try t.label().]
2. How many leaf nodes are there? List them. [Try t.leaves().]
3. How many nonterminal symbols are there? List them.
4. How many different context-free rules are used in the tree? List them. [Try t.productions().]

3 Extract a grammar
If we have a phrase structure treebank, we can extract a context-free grammar by simply reading off all the
rules that are needed to generate all the trees in the treebank. In fact, in answering question 4 above, you
already extracted a mini-grammar that generates the first tree in the treebank (and many other trees as well).
We will now extend this method to a larger portion of the treebank and add probabilities to grammar rules,
but to keep things manageable we will only use the first 1000 sentences of the treebank. Moreover, we will
simplify the representation by stripping off anything that occurs after the basic syntactic category of a node.
Thus, symbols like NP, NP-SBJ and NP-SBJ-1 will all be mapped to NP. We will also ignore so-called
empty nodes, which are assigned the category -NONE- in the Penn Treebank. Finally, we will map the fine-
grained part-of-speech tags to the 17 universal tags that we used in the part-of-speech tagging assignment.
NLTK provides tools for extracting grammars from treebanks, and to facilitate your work we have built a little
package called treebank grammar.py

>>> import treebank_grammar as tg
>>> g = tg.extract_simple_pcfg(1000)
>>> tg.print_grammar(g, "PP")
PP -> ADJ ADP NP [0.00413394]
PP -> ADJ ADV PP PUNCT ADV PP [0.000413394]
PP -> ADJ NP [0.000413394]
PP -> ADP ADJP [0.000413394]
PP -> ADP ADP NP [0.00289376]
PP -> ADP ADVP [0.00289376]
PP -> ADP FRAG [0.000413394]
PP -> ADP NP [0.827615]
PP -> ADP NP ADVP [0.000413394]
PP -> ADP NP NP [0.000413394]
PP -> ADP NP PP [0.00124018]
...

After importing treebank grammar (and calling it tg) for convenience, we extract a probabilistic context-
free grammar using the method tg.extract simple pcfg(1000), whose single argument specifies the
number of treebank sentences to use. The method tg.print grammar(g, "PP") can then be used to
print all the rules with the same left-hand side (PP in the example). If you want to print the entire grammar,
just omit the second argument: tg.print grammar(g). Use these methods to explore the grammar and
answer the following questions:

1. How many distinct rules are there for the categories S, NP and VP, respectively?

2. Find the three most probable rules for S, NP and VP, and construct real phrases that instantiate them. For
example, the rule VP -> VERB SBAR is instantiated by the phrase “says that she must go”.

3. Consider the sentence: “The rates rise .”

(a) How many distinct tag sequences does the grammar assign to the sentence? Explain your answer.
(b) Construct at least one complete parse tree (with the root symbol S) for the sentence.
(c) Do you consider the sentence syntactically ambiguous?
(d) Guess how many distinct parse trees the sentence has according to the grammar?

4 Submit the assignment
Submit the following to nlp-course@stp.lingfil.uu.se:

• Well motivated answers to all questions in Section 2–3.
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